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Josephine Halvorson’s reference to measuring in her paintings shows scale in a literal and honest
way. This nod to quantifying the size of an object reminds us as viewers of our flawed but sincere
attempts to know and exact an object. The reference of a ruler acts as a frame and also alerts
my senses to the kind of careful work that measuring requires. I am never loud when I measure.
Measuring requires focus and quiet. This brings me to the paintings of Hanneline Rogberg where
the artist uses the image of the ear as the focal point in her paintings. This frontal portrait reminds
me of my body in relation to the painting and alerts me to other senses - as if the paintings were
speaking to me. The repetition of the subject of an ear in her work shown makes me think that if I
just listen well enough, I will learn something.
- Catherine Haggarty, Curator

Installation view of A Quiet Scale. Photo by Larson Harley.
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A Quiet Scale is a careful reduction. Reflexively and intentionally, the title of the exhibition couples a

details of the objects he left behind –– his piano, a table that looks like a clock, a tropical tree, and mo-

description of volume with dimension. A rejection of theatricality but not drama; here, the quietness feels

ments so zoomed in they become indecipherable to us. Her command of durational painting facilitates

rarefied. When oxygen pressure is thin enough, the low pressure ruptures, cavitates, the sound waves

our reconnection to this non-patriarchal counter history through the paraphrasing of these past practic-

as they pass through space. Quiet, when done well, has the ability to make us the sound wave; quietly

es – Mangold’s rulers used here to literally frame the accessories of Rauschenberg’s house and studio.

distended in the time we spend in front of the work. The rupture we feel, through the work of Josephine

Halvorson’s project rejects the tabula rasa. She is using herself and her work as a redolent channel to

Halvorson and Hanneline Rogeberg, is to the patriarchal history of authorship, the visuality and

acknowledge and direct our attention towards invisible histories now made visible; towards an artist’s

construction of images, and our sense of disorienting time post-pandemic.

eye that is closer to the captainless ship Barthes longs for while reading Jules Verne. Importantly, what
these cropped moments are is unimportant. Instead, it is her time spent with them, a form of Halvorson’s

The use of the ruler in Halvorson’s paintings

durational performance, that solidifies the project. Halvorson leaves skeins to meaning that require our

connects us to Sylvia Plimack Mangold measuring her

perception to operate within multiple valences of time––Mangold’s influence, Rauschenberg’s extant be-

floor and leaving the tape within her work. In both art-

longings along with his spectral presence, both converge within Halvorson’s adoption of the crawling eye.

ists’ cases, the moves engage the meaning of artifice
and perception in grounded realist terms. In Mangold’s
case, there is an attempt to remove the artist’s expressive handling of her experience and instead replace
herself completely with artifice; exchanging subjective
facture with objective attentiveness. It is, in effect,
pictorial hosting rather than depicting. Meaning, it is
the care that we feel transferred to us that haunts us
long after our encounter with it, not the artist’s virtuoso
interpretation. It is an eye connecting to a hand that is
tracking horizontally edge to edge, corner to corner,
Josephine Halvorson

Captiva – Bob’s Printing Press, 2016

to fill a canvas with a different kind of floor; a crawling,
searching eye that Dawn Clements and Catherine
Murphy also visualized the world through.

Halvorson is a steward of this reservoir of feminist painters that actively reduced the sovereign eye of
the painter to the point of erasure, replacing it with an embodied acknowledgement of space and
duration. She began this series at the Rauschenberg Residency in Captiva, Florida, where she screen
printed rulers onto paper, creating something between stationary and windows. Utilizing them as view-

However, while these paintings operate as annotations to other historical reservoirs, we are meant to

finders for understanding Rauschenberg’s belongings, she then moved about the property choosing

linger in the spaces that they conscientiously divert. The series could resonate as a work of mourning, or

a visual mausoleum to Rauschenberg, if not for Halvorson’s flourish and the felt presence of her hand.

behind them. The indexes of paintings who’s surfaces we can’t see float like the can Lacan saw on the

The facture is more active here than their rendered counterparts in Mangold and Murphy, both of whom

surface of the water and similarly ask “aren’t objects involved in how they are meant to be seen?” For this

deferred to strict artifice to favor their work’s conceptual project. The Captiva Series moves beyond

body of work, Rogeberg has settled on naturalist paintings of ears on smooth linen canvas. And in many

artifice into noticeably sensile territory and, for that reason, are about more than just recording or

ways, we are left with the same visual question. The opening of the ear tunnels in, but equally, doesn’t it

depicting what can be observed. They must then be about how this observation feels, on some level–

project outwards towards us?

how it feels to stand next to these things for a considerable amount of time. Halvorson’s day-long studies
are transmuted into our visual pleasure. Where Mangold kept her own facility of visual seduction at

The ear contains a similarly unconscious force to

bay, Halvorson here invites it. I often think of what Halvorson was able to do in her painting Phonebook

the objects of Halvorson’s paintings– both artists

(Katrina) (2006), how her hand was able to deliver an empathy to the phonebook’s soggy weight, without

are tending to matter that is necessary but involve

aestheticizing or essentializing the tragedy of Hurricane Katrina. Halvorson offers us her proximity, its

ambivalence. It is the eye, particularly The Eye in the

rigorous consideration, as her gift and challenge. We trust in her relation to the subject, her interest in

subjective sense of authorship, the oculus within

objects over subjects and events, and her carefully negotiated volume in pathos and subjectivity. It is the

architecture, the organ of the gaze within

thoughtful relationship between observational duration and subjective image construction that she relies

semiotics and phenomenology, the unifying machine

on to cultivate each objects’ unconscious force.

that assembles Alberti’s illusion of perspective, that
artists love to revere, critique, and depict. The ear
on the other hand is an abstraction of the body and
a frustration to the sovereign eye of the artist. How
much can we know of someone by looking at their
ear? Could we even tell the ears of our loved ones
apart? Good ears go unnoticed, while the bold ones
are ridiculed. They carry the weight of the arms of

Hanneline Rogeberg, Ora, 2018

glasses, or in recent memory, the tension of elastic straps from masks; but they are not just architectural. It is an intimate maze of Baroque cartilage that leads into our most vulnerable perceptual space,
chambering sound long enough to decipher signals from noise and interpret information; a fleshy baffle.
However, despite their importance and strangeness they impart nothing towards likeness or recognition;
our minds and perception have not evolved to be able to individuate them.

Maybe because of this inability to differentiate, the ear invites a different kind of intimacy. Its delicate and
intricate folds invite touch. A mother doesn’t feel the need to ask permission before cleaning their child’s
Hanneline Rogeberg’s practice oscillates between representation and abstraction. In her abstractions,

ear. The ear doesn’t require the same permissions for touch the way the mouth does. A sitter for a portrait

the pressed marks of other paintings impinge the surface of the softly depicted representational scenes

can relax while being painted, unconcerned about the way their face rests. I imagine the subject of Ora

Within these operations by Halvorson and Rogeberg, authorship and the visuality of painting is chal(2018) is leaning down. Their ear ducks low towards the bottom of the canvas, like the model is sitting

lenged. The shedding invisible spaces of perception are being made visible and are crucially arrested

hunched over; possibly, peacefully scrolling through their phone. Rogeberg shifting the focus to the ear

by the artists before us. Both in Halvorson’s rulers and in Rogeberg’s ears, we are made aware of the

dismisses the authorial gaze of the artist entirely because the painted subject is unaware or unphased

ideologies and values within our priorities of perception through each artists’ care, which casts our visual

by the artist at work.

world’s scopic regimes into critical doubt. Both artists are advocating for the primacy of experience, and
are comfortable with leaving us on the hook for meaning. We won’t know who wrote the sheet music sitting on Rauschenberg’s piano, and we won’t know the models who sat for Rogeberg. Instead, both artists
offer us their material empathy in exchange.

To further show their harmonic convergence, they are curated so that they alternate on the walls of the
gallery; a shuffled deck of perception and unconscious animacy. Rauschenberg’s piano and a closeup of
the chipping bark of a tropical tree alternate between the glowing pinna (the roof of the ear), the hair behind it flowing left to right in dark, thin bravura marks. While Rauschenberg’s belongings and Rogeberg’s
ears are left to their own devices, escaping sentiment, they resonate as portraits in similarly limned channels. Both Rogeberg and Halvorson hint at subjects that are pars pro toto of their origin; and they are not
without syntax. The orange chord in Captiva Shop Wall (2016) is mirrored and reflected back in

Rogeberg’s paintings are fluid and deliberate but utilize textures and drag to disrupt their cohesion.
In Ora 29 (2020), a swirl of an empty brush drags the negative space through the ear and out again,
swirling paint, the color of hair and skin, through the channels of cartilage. This sends the ear further
back– distancing us from it through a barely visible veil of soft hair or spectral force that is reminiscent of
Titian’s painting Archbishop Filippo Archinto (1558) that hangs in Philadelphia. At moments, Rogeberg’s
ears have a metaphysical glow to them. Left luminous in the moments that the imprimatura remains
untouched, they remind me of certain moments of impossible drama within Chardin, the moments where
he couldn’t help himself and needed to see things lit from within.

Rogeberg’s Ora (2018) that hangs next to it; and both artists are engaged with what George Kubler
refers to as prime objects, objects made subjects that stand the test of archaeological time – remaining
immutable through centuries. Rogeberg’s ears look the same as the ears of living people centuries ago;
and the objects painted by Halvorson could exist in any time past the invention of the metal ruler.

In 2013, David Joselit argued that painting’s refreshed purpose is the marking, scoring, and speculating
of time; what Kevin Brazil has recently referred to as the when of painting. The post-modern challenge
of what is a painting and why painting are for the moment, answered with when. It is no coincidence that
both of these bodies of work were started after the 2016 election and in Rogeberg’s case, created largely
during the pandemic, when time itself became ruptured by politics, pandemic, and climatic crisis.
As time becomes more liquid, abstract, and impossible to pin down, Halvorson and Rogeberg both are
anchoring themselves to moments of time through their durational observation. They are creating situations that allow for them to stay with objects and in spaces long enough to decipher them, and extending
to us a slow, visual time that invites our look past the time we’d spend on an image, which can no longer
carry our attention. While both projects focus on immutable and unconscious objects made into subjects,
the slowness of Halvorson and Rogeberg’s look, the force of their attention, invite us to “look here, now,
with us.”

- Andrew Woolbright
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